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‘Britain’s First Media Centre’: A history of Bristol’s Watershed cinema 

Abstract 

This article examines the genesis and development of the UK’s Watershed Cinema and 

Digital Creativity Centre. Established in 1982, Watershed was both the first full-time multi-

screen independent cinema outside London and the first to integrate exhibition with 

production across a range of media arts: an innovative model that earned it the moniker, 

‘Britain’s first media centre’. Watershed was also one of the first culture-led regeneration 

projects in the country, a model later much-imitated elsewhere. Despite its significance, 

however, Watershed’s genesis and development is largely unaccounted for.  

Beginning in the mid-1960s with the British Film Institute’s Regional Film Theatre policy, 

the article analyses Watershed’s history until the late-1990s. It reveals the complex local and 

national contexts that shaped Watershed’s development and investigates how and why such a 

major cultural initiative came into being at a time of profound cuts to arts funding in the UK. 

Moreover, the article demonstrates how issues central to Watershed’s development remain at 

the heart of contemporary debates about independent cinema exhibition, from questions of 

subsidy and tensions between nation and region to the difficulties of policy implementation 

and the complex realities of ‘independence’.  

Introduction  

Located in the harbourside area of central Bristol, Watershed Cinema and Digital Creativity 

Centre is one of the leading cultural cinemas in the UK and a major hub for digital innovation 

in technology and the arts. Established in 1982, Watershed was not only the first full-time 

multi-screen independent cinema outside London, it was also the first that sought to integrate 

exhibition with production across a range of media arts – an innovation that saw Watershed 

billed as ‘Britain’s First Media Centre’. Furthermore, as one of the first major renovation 
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projects in Bristol’s then largely derelict harbourside, Watershed was a pioneering example 

of culture-led regeneration that inspired similar inner-city renewal projects in cities such as 

Glasgow, Liverpool and Sheffield.1 Given Watershed’s profound historical significance in 

terms of both independent film culture and urban renewal in the UK, one might expect its 

history to be thoroughly documented. However, while its history as a tool for ‘marketing the 

city’ has been discussed elsewhere, Watershed’s genesis and development as a ground-

breaking independent cinema is largely unwritten.2  

This article begins to address this omission by focusing on Watershed’s origins – a period 

which in fact begins with the launch of the British Film Institute’s Regional Film Theatre 

scheme in the mid-1960s – up until the late 1990s. Claiming that the history of Watershed 

begins almost twenty years before its doors first opened may seem odd, and yet locating 

Watershed’s origins in its pre-history and the complex set of contexts from which it emerged 

is an essential fact of its existence. Cultural institutions do not drop out of thin air, ready-

made and fully-formed. On the contrary, they are the result of long and complex processes of 

negotiation and collaboration that play-out over decades. Similarly, ending an article on 

Watershed’s history in 1998 may seem strange to those that know the organisation today and 

the very different beast it has become since the late 1990s. However, as I will argue, 

Watershed’s development up to that point constitutes a critical period in its history that 

rewards detailed analysis. Moreover, while there is not space to discuss the rest of the 

organisation’s history in an article of this size, one cannot understand Watershed’s 

subsequent history without first understanding how and why it came into being in the first 

place. 

This focus places the research squarely in the Film Studies’ sub-field known as new cinema 

history.3 An interdisciplinary field that traverses urban geography, economics and 
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anthropology as well as film and media studies, new cinema history is characterised 

principally by its move away from the text-based enquiry of more traditional Film Studies 

towards other components or processes of film culture. New cinema histories are very broad 

but typically address exhibition and reception, often with a focus on the history and 

development of cinemas and the publics they serve. However, despite almost two decades’ of 

valuable work in this field, studies of the contemporary independent cinemas in the UK are 

still – with some notable exceptions – few and far between, and much work remains to be 

done.4 Given this absence, a combination of methods and sources has been necessary to 

generate data and analyse the material. The article thus combines extensive archival research 

with analysis of current statistical data, policy documents, scholarship from management 

studies, creative industries studies and film studies as well as analysis of more than thirty 

interviews with key individuals, past and present, at the various organisations involved.. 

What results is a history that offers insight into several perennial issues: the ways in which 

notions of ‘independence’ are, as in the production sector, always in fact marked by varying 

degrees of mutual, negotiated dependence; the conflict-of-interest inherent in the BFI’s status 

as both funder and service-provider (and the only organisation with the remit and resources 

required to support independent exhibition in the regions); and the multiple inequities that 

play-out as a result of this power dynamic, including top-down approaches to policy 

development and geo-political tensions derived from an opposition between the national 

(centre) and the regional (periphery).  

Analysis of Watershed’s history is also instructive in the context of contemporary debates 

about cultural subsidy on the eve of Brexit. In many ways, Watershed as conceived in the 

1980s was the perfect Thatcherite project: an arts organisation framed as a modern, self-

sufficient business, built on entrepreneurial spirit and an innovative public-private 
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partnership.5 As I will show, despite the appeal of such a model in that context, Watershed 

remained dependent on public funders – especially the BFI – for what were in any case 

insufficient funds, and the various loans and charges levied against the organisation in this 

period crippled its chances of survival. Watershed in the 1980s and 1990s is therefore a prime 

example of the dangers involved in expecting cultural initiatives to behave like commercial 

enterprises – dangers our current government would do well to heed as Britain prepares to 

leave the European Union. Finally, in analysing how Watershed navigated its way out of 

bankruptcy and embarked on the journey to become the organisation it is today, the article 

explores the leadership role played by Dick Penny, Watershed’s Director, who joined the 

organisation in 1991 and stepped-down as this research was being carried out. In doing so, 

while acknowledging that organisational success is always a collective effort, the article 

explores the critical yet under-examined role leadership plays in arts organisations such as 

Watershed.6 

 .  

Arnolfini and Bristol Arts Centre   

From the mid-1960s to the early 1980s, independent film provision in Bristol is the story of 

two organisations: the Arnolfini gallery and Bristol Arts Centre. Arnolfini was founded in 

1961 by Jeremy Rees, Annabel Rees (née Lawson) and John Osborn to provide a space for 

cutting-edge contemporary art in the city. Yet despite curating a diverse and interdisciplinary 

programme that was innovative for its time, Arnolfini did not programme film until 1973, 

when it moved temporarily to W shed on the harbourside – one of the two sheds now 

occupied by Watershed.7 The absence of film from Arnolfini’s programme reflects cinema’s 

cultural standing at that time as a medium of entertainment rather than art. Arnolfini’s 

programme thus included painting, poetry, sculpture, music and jewellery-making but not 

film which, as the BFI put it in 1966, had ‘not yet achieved respectability’.8 
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By contrast, Bristol Arts Centre’s attitude to film was ahead of its time. The Arts Centre was 

established in 1964 at 5 King Square – in the same building that houses The Cube Microplex 

today, now accessed from Dove Street – by a team of amateur theatre enthusiasts. Located 

ten-minutes’ walk north of the harbourside, the building consisted of workshops and an 

assembly hall that dated from 1916, when it was renovated for use by Bristol Centre for the 

Deaf (now based just across the square). The theatre group opened the workshops to artists 

and community groups and converted the assembly hall into a unique wood-panelled 

auditorium, complete with curved and raked seating (fig. 1).9 Though intended as a space for 

theatre groups, the auditorium provided an ideal setting for film screenings. Following the 

launch of the BFI’s Regional Film Theatre scheme, the BFI funded the installation of a 

projection booth at the back of the theatre and Bristol Arts Centre became the first regular 

venue for independent film exhibition in the city.  

The BFI’s Regional Film Theatre scheme: policy in context 

The BFI’s RFT scheme was the first attempt to coordinate access to cultural cinema on a 

national scale outside London. Under Harold Wilson’s Labour government, elected in 1964, 

Jennie Lee became the UK’s first minister for the arts and spearheaded a drive to increase 

access to culture and education outside London. The BFI’s funding increased by almost fifty 

per cent because of this, though it was not until 1967/8 that the money finally began to flow 

into the regions as was intended. Therefore, as Geoffrey Nowell-Smith argues, the immediate 

beneficiaries were the BFI’s London-based activities – especially film production, under the 

newly-reconstituted BFI Production Board, and the National Film Archive.10 

Prior to the scheme, non-commercial exhibition outside London was provided principally by 

local film societies – typically volunteer-run, membership-based organisations that focused 

on foreign-language and political and/or experimental films.11 The film society movement 

had expanded rapidly in the post-war period and, though well organised – the British 
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Federation of Film Societies was set up in 1937 – it was under-resourced, with little support 

from the BFI beyond its Central Booking Agency, set-up in 1945 to negotiate with 

commercial distributors on behalf of BFFS members. Following the BFI’s construction of the 

National Film Theatre in London in 1952, the discrepancy in the use of funds to support film 

culture in London as opposed to elsewhere became ‘acutely visible’.12 Indeed, the then-

secretary of the BFFS, Margaret Hancock, published a request in 1956 that the BFI 

‘reconsider its title and substitute British for London’ – a criticism of the BFI’s metropolitan 

focus much-repeated since.13 As a fund specifically designated to establish cinemas outside 

the capital, the RFT scheme was a major step forwards for regional, and therefore national, 

film culture.  

Although it was becoming politically untenable for the BFI not to do more to support film 

culture in the regions, further incentive to stimulate film-going was provided by the 

‘catastrophic decline’ in cinema admissions from the mid-1950s onwards.14 Between 1956 

and 1960, attendances more than halved, from 1,101 million to 501 million, and over 1,000 

cinemas shut down as a result.15 Though most visibly driven by competition from television, 

declining cinema audiences resulted from the intersection of television with the social and 

economic contexts of the time: television emerged at a time of growing economic prosperity 

which not only facilitated the widespread ownership of TV sets but also underpinned 

suburban migration – away from the inner-city location of most cinemas at that time – and 

the post-war baby-boom. As Allen Eyles argues, this contrasted sharply with the situation a 

few decades previously: ‘some patrons in the 1930s had never stepped onto a carpet until 

they visited a super-cinema, [yet] in the post-war period comfort in the home often 

outstripped that of cinemas’.16 Furthermore, lack of investment by the cinema chains meant 

that this rise in living standards at home coincided with declining conditions in those cinemas 

that remained. Investment in the RFT scheme was thus precipitated by both political pressure 
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to support access to the arts outside London and the need for film policy to innovate against 

threats to film-going arising from the broader socio-economic context. With British audiences 

starved of access to cultural cinema, demand for RFTs was high and the response to the 

scheme was enthusiastic: over 40 towns and cities applied upon its launch in 1966.17 

RFTs in practice 

Despite the demand for it, the roll-out of the RFT programme was a complex and contested 

process hindered by three major challenges. First, funding for the RFT programme was 

‘initially slow [and] never adequate’.18 The scheme began with an initial grant of £184,000 – 

of which just £11,000 was specifically earmarked for the regions – but this rose rapidly and 

in 1970 the ‘Housing the Cinema’ fund was created, which ring-fenced £100,000 per year for 

capital development projects in the regions. However, as Selfe notes, rising inflation soon 

eroded the static value of the fund and, ‘when combined with the requirement for local match 

funding and the complex political landscape of large cities’, the BFI’s original plans for nine 

major purpose-built venues became ‘almost impossible to achieve’.19 Instead, the BFI 

adopted a more pragmatic approach that saw sometimes very modest financial support 

divided among several smaller initiatives.  

This was understandable in the circumstances but led to a second problem: eager to make the 

best of what funds were available, the BFI established too many venues in too many locations 

that were not properly run and could be neither sufficiently managed nor resourced.20 Thus, 

although this provided many localities with (albeit part-time) access to arthouse cinema, the 

first decade of the RFT scheme ultimately resulted in an assortment of unsustainable 

operations. A good indicator of this unsustainability is the increase in Deficit Guarantees paid 

by the BFI against losses incurred by the RFTs from £42,000 in 1972 to £120,000 in 1979 – 

an increase of some 186 per cent. As Irene Whitehead, who joined the BFI as a Regional 

Officer in 1979 and later assumed responsibility for the RFTs as the BFI’s Head of Cinema 
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and Services, recalled, this version the scheme was ‘totally non-viable’ and ‘hugely non-

productive’.21 In retrospect, however, it also prepared the ground for the eventual overhaul of 

RFTs from the mid-1970s, from which Bristol was to benefit. Spear-headed by Whitehead 

and Ian Christie, then Head of Exhibition at BFI, the RFT scheme was re-organised into a 

hierarchy of priorities which favoured ‘film centres in major conurbations’, with Watershed 

designated as the flagship project.22  

The third major hindrance encountered by the RFT scheme came from film societies, many 

of which vociferously opposed the notion that increased funding for exhibition in their areas 

should come with rules regarding how or what they could show. Unsurprisingly, film 

societies represented a large proportion of the first wave of RFTs, and often wished to retain 

a ‘film appreciation’ approach to cinema which, much like the dominant form of literary 

criticism at the time, focused text over context, and celebrated individual canonical films 

largely outside of their social or political conditions of production. This clashed with the 

more aesthetically adventurous and politically conscious approach that characterised the 

BFI’s Education Department at that time, which was keen to persuade its RFTs to show 

programmes of films that addressed particular issues or themes – so-called ‘structured 

programming’.23 Rod Stoneman, who later programmed film at Arnolfini, recalled that, 

‘structured programming… was a crunch point’ for many of the ‘less progressive’ RFTs: 

‘they were cinephiles really, without any politics. They thought it was all about programming 

the great auteurs of the world. To be told to connect stuff up and put substantial material 

behind it was a real breaking-point for them. There was a lot of blood on the wall’.24 Indeed, 

Porter suggests that by 1980, eight former-RFTs had declined BFI funding altogether because 

of this issue, though the remainder continued to – as he puts it – ‘take the BFI’s shilling’.25  

The uneven power dynamic between the BFI and RFTs was a source of continual tension. 

While it was understandable that the BFI sought to influence programming in the regions, its 
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expectation that the RFTs would be ‘modelled on the NFT and programmed from London’ – 

with the proviso that they should acknowledge ‘local tastes and preferences’ – indicates its 

somewhat condescending attitude to knowledge and culture outside the capital. Tensions 

were compounded when the BFI-funded production sector, represented by the Independent 

Filmmakers Association (IFA), began attending the BFI’s annual Regional Conference from 

the late-1970s onwards. Although this raised awareness among producers and exhibitors of 

their respective needs, the producers’ lobby ‘took to using the conference for sectional ends 

in opposition to those of the other groups represented there’.26 Consequently, the Housing the 

Cinema fund, previously ring-fenced for exhibition, began supporting production as well, 

while the overall grant to the BFI was cut by the new Conservative government for the first 

time since the 1960s. The BFI’s expanding remit and contracting resources resulted in the 

number of RFTs being cut from twenty to thirty and made for very strained relations at the 

annual conference. As Ian Christie, then Head of Exhibition at BFI, recalls, the conference 

was ‘a kind of sustained battle, fought over three days, with representatives from the regions 

battling the BFI, saying “give us the money. Give us more money, but don’t tell us what to 

do. Don’t think that you can impose your policy on us’.  

Bristol’s RFT: competition and consolidation 

In view of the difficulties the RFT scheme faced elsewhere, the establishment of Bristol’s 

RFT at the Arts Centre was comparatively straightforward. The Centre had a pre-existing 

audience and reputation as a cultural venue and minimal building work was required to adapt 

its theatre into a cinema space. Moreover, Chris Rodley, a painter at the Centre with a passion 

for film, was the ideal local contact to coordinate the venture. Rodley ran Bristol RFT from 

1966 until 1979 and, for the first few years at least, delivered a diverse programme in relative 

harmony with the BFI (fig. 2 and 3).  
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The situation became more complicated in the early 1970s when, as noted, Arnolfini 

expressed interest in developing a film programme of its own. Until this point, relations 

between the Arts Centre and Arnolfini had been amiable and not particularly rivalrous: 

Arnolfini already had an established reputation as an art gallery of significant national 

standing, and thus faced little competition from a ‘rundown community arts centre’ with its 

‘hodgepodge of activities’.27 Arnolfini’s move into film exhibition positioned the gallery as a 

competitor to the Arts Centre for the first time, and thus marked the beginning of its 

tumultuous relationship first with the Arts Centre and later with Watershed that would 

continue into the 1990s.   

Competition between the two organisations was exacerbated by the proposed redevelopment 

of Bristol’s then-dilapidated harbourside, which contained two large derelict buildings with 

potential to become major arts venues: Bush House, a large 19th-century warehouse; and, 

across the water, two former boat-houses, known as the E and W sheds. Clearly, a major 

expansion of Bristol’s cultural provision – in which cinema would obviously be a key part – 

was potentially on the horizon, yet the nature of that expansion and which organisations 

would be responsible for delivering it was largely undecided. Keen to avoid competition 

between the two organisations getting out-of-hand, from 1971 the BFI embarked on a long 

series of meetings with the Arts Centre and Arnolfini to discuss ‘future film provision in 

Bristol’ and what it diplomatically described as the ‘undefined’ relationship between the three 

organisations.28   

This was a complex process that required several years to play out. In addition to the 

significant renovations required at both Bush House and the sheds, this was a major 

development of a key public site that required several national, regional and local 

stakeholders to collaborate. The main additional players at this stage included Bristol City 

Council, which owned the land; JT Group (JT), an ambitious local design and construction 
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firm keen to capitalise on harbourside redevelopment; and South West Arts (SWA), the 

Regional Arts Association (RAA) for the South West. Each of the stakeholders involved had 

different agendas and ambitions and were often dealing with internal power struggles of their 

own. Furthermore, long-term strategy and day-to-day delivery had to be worked-out 

simultaneously – and kept changing. 

Arnolfini took priority because it was Bristol’s most prestigious arts venue and because its 

situation was most urgent, with the lease on its Queens Square premises (also held by JT) due 

to expire by the end of 1972. Therefore, earlier that year it was agreed that Arnolfini would 

share joint-tenancy of Bush House with JT, which would refurbish the warehouse as a mixed-

use site, with the gallery occupying the lower two floors and JT based in offices above it (fig. 

4 and 5).29 However, while the building work was taking place, Arnolfini was temporarily 

relocated to a partly-refurbished W shed (fig. 6). Utilising the space for exhibitions, music 

performances and a café, here Arnolfini also launched its new BFI-funded film programme, 

Arnolfini Film, in March 1973 (fig. 7). Described by curator David Hopkins as ‘engaged in 

ideological critique’, Arnolfini Film’s first programme comprised The Salamander (1971), a 

Swiss-French psycho-drama co-written by the art critic, John Berger; the recently 

rediscovered 1926 Japanese horror film, A Page of Madness; Aleksandr Medvedkin’s soviet 

slapstick, Happiness (1935); and the Third Cinema classic, Hour of the Furnaces (Octavio 

Getino and Fernando Solanas, 1968). Such a programme would have met with approval from 

the BFI at the time, but funding two separate film programmes in Bristol was not ideal given 

the BFI’s concerns, noted above, that RFT funding was already spread too thinly. Thus, from 

the BFI’s point of view, Arnolfini Film was always only a temporary measure. Indeed, in 

January, two months before the launch of Arnolfini Film, the BFI had proposed turning E and 

W sheds into a major ‘BFI-backed Film Centre’.30 This would provide the perfect vehicle 

with which to initiate its national plans to consolidate spending on RFTs in favour of fewer, 
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larger initiatives and avoid competition between the two organisations in Bristol: with the 

new centre envisaged as a ‘joint operation’ between Arnolfini and the Arts Centre from 1976 

onwards.31      

However, the BFI’s plan was not straightforwardly accepted by either the Arts Centre and 

Arnolfini nor the City Council. A dedicated film centre was opposed by the Arts Centre’s 

Director, Roz Clark, and Chair, John Bedford, whose first love was theatre and who argued 

that ‘the sheds’ should become a new home for the existing Arts Centre with space for theatre 

and the arts alongside film. The council, meanwhile, initially wanted to demolish the docks 

altogether as part of a city-centre road-building project – plans which met with ‘massive 

protest’ and sparked a local campaign to save the sheds that continued until the end of the 

1970s.32 Meanwhile, Arnolfini Film struggled commercially and the gallery’s enthusiasm for 

the medium faded. Perhaps anticipating the new film centre across the water, by February 

1975 Arnolfini’s Council of Management was considering refocusing Arnolfini as ‘a visual 

arts-based organisation centred on the gallery’.33 Nevertheless, these shifting agendas, 

combined with existing agreements and the need to maintain consistency in provision, meant 

that change was slow. Arnolfini therefore opened its new premises at Bush House, complete 

with new BFI-funded cinema facilities, in October 1975, and the BFI continued to fund two 

separate film programmes in Bristol until 1977.  

Eye-to-Eye: a joint film programme 

Arnolfini’s move to Bush House made way for the renovation of E and W sheds but it was 

another four years before the council was finally persuaded – under pressure from the 

conservation campaign – to abandon the demolition of the sheds. In the meantime, the BFI 

sought a solution to the competitive tensions between its two Bristol RFTs in the form of a 

joint film programme, aptly named Eye-to-Eye, to be co-curated by Chris Rodley at the Arts 

Centre and Archie Tate (who replaced Hopkins in 1976) at Arnolfini (fig. 8 and 9). The 
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nature of this collaboration was to prove critical for Watershed’s subsequent development. 

For reasons outlined below, during this period the relationship between the BFI and Arnolfini 

deteriorated, while the Arts Centre gained an enterprising and energetic new film coordinator, 

Steve Pinhay. The BFI thus stopped working with Arnolfini altogether and transferred the 

entirety of its support to the Arts Centre which, following an internal power struggle of its 

own, was relocated to E and W sheds and transformed into Watershed, with Pinhay as its 

Director.  

Eye-to-Eye launched in May 1977 and proved so successful that Rodley and Tate were head-

hunted by London’s Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), where they moved to become joint-

managers of its film programme in December 1978. In 1979, Pinhay and Steve Neale 

replaced Rodley and Tate at the Arts Centre and Arnolfini respectively. Pinhay was originally 

from Falmouth, and had studied Drama and English at the University of Hull (1970-3) before 

establishing a mobile ‘film education unit’ which had toured schools and community 

organisations across Yorkshire.34 Neale was from Exeter, where he graduated with a degree 

in English in 1972 and was developing a reputation as respected film critic, teacher and 

writer. Both men were enthusiastic cinephiles in their late-twenties and embraced the BFI’s 

policy that screenings should be situated within broader programmes that encouraged critical 

engagement with film culture, history and politics. This alignment with BFI priorities is 

evident from their 1980 description of Eye-to-Eye as committed to: 

the screening of films which challenge the aesthetic conventions and/or social 

attitudes of mainstream cinema … the promotion of ideas about film which challenge 

the bases and assumptions behind established film criticism … [and] exhibition 

practices which work against those institutionalised by the capitalised film industries 

in Europe and America.  
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… hence films are programmed into seasons, rather than presented as a series of 

apparently random unrelated one-off screenings, the logic behind [each season] being 

stated through the … publicity that we currently use – monthly posters and the bi-

monthly Eye-to-Eye broadsheet.35 

However, though the Eye-to-Eye programme was successful, it did not improve relations 

between either Arnolfini and the Arts Centre or Arnolfini and the BFI. As Pinhay recalls, 

‘Eye-to-Eye was a bubble. [It] wasn’t really Arnolfini and the Arts Centre. It was Steve and I 

working with the BFI’.36 Indeed, Neale disliked Arnolfini’s attitude to the film programme, 

which he felt was subordinated to the other arts, a view which was increasingly shared by the 

BFI. According to Christie, 

we felt that Arnolfini would not take film seriously… It saw itself as a beacon of 

regional visual arts culture, of which film was a part. So they showed some film but in 

a rather sort of erratic way. They didn't have a lot of slots for film. We said, ‘Look, 

this is crazy. You're not serving Bristol properly. Nor are you running a coherent film 

exhibition programme’. They said, ‘No, we don't want to run a coherent film 

exhibition. We are a gallery that shows film’.37  

With the relationship between Arnolfini and the BFI soured, when Bristol City Council put E 

and W sheds out to tender in 1979, inviting proposals for ‘an attractive combination of public 

and commercial uses’, Arnolfini was dropped from plans for the proposed film centre.38 Eye-

to-Eye ran until March 1981, after which Arnolfini curated its film programme 

independently. Despite the positive spin that was put on these events in Arnolfini’s public 

programme, they caused much consternation among its management.39 Indeed, the year after 

Watershed opened, Arnolfini management were still expressing ‘despair at the BFI’s 
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handling of the situation, having invested so much public money into Arnolfini’s cinema 

seven years ago, to be now overseeing its potential demise’.40  

Reconceived to fit the council’s brief, the Arts Centre now led a consortium with JT and 

Dartington Hall Trust, a Devon-based estate and educational charity with which JT, the 

University of Exeter and the University of Bristol was also involved. JT would take the head 

lease on the sheds and develop the ground floor into a series of commercial spaces to be 

rented out, while the Arts Centre would transform the first floor into ‘Britain’s First Media 

and Communications Centre’.41 The council approved the bid in late 1980 and renovation 

work began the following year. 

Britain’s first Media Centre: ‘A sprat to catch a mackerel’  

The prospect of a new home on the harbourside prompted an internal struggle at the Arts 

Centre. As noted, both the Arts Centre’s Director and Chair, Roz Clark and John Bedford, 

were from theatre backgrounds and felt that the new venue should be, like the Arts Centre, ‘a 

predominantly theatre-based complex’ with provision for the other arts a secondary 

concern.42 However, Pinhay and Debbie Ely, the new gallery manager at the Arts Centre, 

argued that the arts centre model was outdated and pursued an agenda that was clearly much 

more aligned with the BFI’s plan for a ‘media centre’ that would combine a two-screen 

cinema with space to produce and exhibit other contemporary media arts – video, 

photography and television – alongside conferencing facilities and a restaurant and bar area. 

Pinhay understood the power of this exciting new brand identity and had the backing of the 

BFI, the largest of the Arts Centre’s funders. This made Pinhay the most influential local 

player in the process and by 1980, with Bedford now on-board, Pinhay displaced Clarke as 

Director of the Arts Centre and became Director-incumbent of the new media centre.  
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The power of the media centre brand was a key part of Watershed’s development and an 

enticing concept in the early 1980s. This brand power enabled Pinhay and Tony Byrne – a 

marketing executive appointed by JT who worked with Pinay to fundraise for the project, and 

thus another key player in Watershed’s development – to assemble what Pinhay described as 

‘a committee of the self-interested’: an array of local, regional and national stakeholders, 

each with interests in the project going ahead (fig. 10).43 The BFI would finally gain its 

flagship regional cinema centre, while the city council received a much-needed means of 

dockside regeneration. For JT, the media centre represented ‘a sprat to catch a mackerel’: a 

smaller project which provided the means to secure its continuing participation in the larger, 

longer-term process of harbourside redevelopment.44 The media centre brand also attracted a 

host of other stakeholders – including BBC Bristol; Harlech Television (HTV); Sun Life 

Assurance, a national insurance firm recently relocated to Bristol; and Allied Irish Bank, also 

based in Bristol – which provided a combination of in-kind and (typically loaned) cash 

support.45 Sun Life Insurance became the biggest investor when it loaned Watershed 

£200,000 (in return for which Watershed’s photography gallery was named the ‘Sun Life 

Gallery’), and Allied Irish provided both a cash advance and the temporary use of its 

premises at 84 Stokes Croft, which became the Arts Centre HQ after the sale of its King 

Square venue (the proceeds of which was also part of the Watershed development project). 

This array of well-heeled partners helped leverage the resources required to launch the 

nascent media centre amidst the 1980-1 recession and the severe programme of public 

funding cuts imposed by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government (Table 1).   

Given this context, the business model underpinning the new media centre was also highly 

appealing. Unlike most cultural organisations until that time, which had come to depend on 

relatively well-resourced public arts funders for most of their income,46 Watershed was set-up 

as a charitable Trust which owned a commercial trading arm, Watershed Trading, as a 
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subsidiary.47 Watershed Trading would run the bar, restaurant and conferencing space as a 

for-profit business, and then donate a proportion of its profits to the not-for-profit charity. 

This combination of entrepreneurialism and self-sufficiency not only chimed with the 

Thatcherite zeitgeist, it also promised a potentially exciting means of survival in the face of a 

government that was profoundly hostile to all manifestations of state subsidised culture.  

Watershed’s early years, 1982-1990 

Watershed opened its doors on June 7, 1982 (fig. 11) and immediately proved immensely 

popular. This was just prior to the start of the multiplex era and Watershed thus offered 

Bristol audiences a plush new cinema experience that contrasted with dilapidated state of 

cinemas elsewhere.48 Watershed’s alluring status as Britain’s first media centre also 

contributed to its large audiences and attracted national media attention, while its ‘mixed 

economy’ business model saw Watershed become ‘a tourist operation for cultural 

development’, prompting several visits from other cultural organisations keen to replicate 

Watershed’s promise of sustainability in the face of severe funding cuts.  

Watershed’s successful opening was also partly a result of Pinhay’s savvy leadership. Keen 

to capitalise on this attention and secure Watershed’s status as a regional venue of national 

significance, Pinhay’s new team organised three high-profile opening events: an HTV-

sponsored full orchestral screening of Abel Gance’s newly-restored Napoléon (1927); a 

screening and Q+A with Alan Parker, a director of international repute following the success 

of Bugsy Malone (1976) and Midnight Express (1978); and the first Monty Python 

retrospective with several of the pythons as guests.49 These events ‘set a precedent’ for 

Watershed and ensured its successful start. As Ely emphasises, Watershed ‘immediately got 

massive audiences, absolutely massive. It was extraordinary… It was heaving with people the 

whole time. It was just very, very popular’.50 
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Yet beneath the large audiences and media spotlight, Watershed quickly encountered serious 

financial difficulties. Though it paid only a peppercorn rent, Watershed could not generate 

sufficient funds to maintain the running of the organisation, service the many loans that 

financed it and cover the large building management charges levied by its landlord, JT. As 

summarised by Pinhay:  

Financially it was a massive challenge just keeping those fucking doors open. Every 

year effectively was a crisis. It wasn’t properly underpinned. We didn’t get enough 

funding from the BFI. Our box office couldn’t underpin that. And we had these 

massive debts: there was too much loan financing in the place.51  

Thus, by summer 1985, Watershed was already in an ‘extremely serious financial position’, 

with cash-flow forecasts estimating a total stop in November and a £50,000 deficit predicted 

by the end of the financial year.52 Furthermore, the much-trumpeted public-private funding 

model had not raised enough even to finish the renovation work and Watershed opened 

before it could be completed, with the conference and gallery spaces barely fit for purpose. 

As Ely recalls: ‘all the gallery and conferencing and all the things which are in the far shed 

were just empty. There was just nothing there. I literally built the first walls myself because 

the money had ran out’.53 The condition of the building, especially the conferencing space, 

further limited Watershed’s income-generating capacity. 

Several other factors exacerbated Watershed’s financial difficulties. One was under-staffing, 

with senior employees often performing two roles: Pinhay was both Director and film 

curator; Ely was Deputy Director and gallery curator; and Sara Davies worked part-time and 

was both Watershed’s publicist and its events coordinator. Watershed’s small team was also 

relatively young – in their early 30s or younger – and thus inexperienced. Neither Pinhay nor 

his staff had ever ran a restaurant or café-bar, for example, and large servings of food and 
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after-work drinks on-the-house meant that despite ‘doing enormous business’ the bar was 

also ‘losing huge amounts of money’.54 Furthermore, the new organisation had yet to find a 

balance between its commercial and cultural imperatives and this caused tension among the 

staff, with some of the creative team objecting to kinds of groups that hired the conference 

spaces.55  

Under-funded and understaffed, Watershed also undertook an enormous range of activities as 

it struggled to live-up to the expansive notion of what a media centre should be. Watershed’s 

team were running a two-screen cinema, a photography gallery and darkrooms, video 

production services, a conference facility and a café-bar and restaurant. The photography and 

media production sides of the organisation also ran programmes of educational courses and 

talks, while Davies organised a popular series of talks by authors such as Salman Rushie, 

Arthur Miller and E. P. Thompson. Watershed’s production activities even expanded into 

what was intended to be a fully-fledged production company, Watershed Television Ltd, 

designed to win external commissions. Thus the ‘brilliant marketing idea’ of a media centre 

that helped get Watershed off the ground was also, as Michael Rose – who was hired as film 

programmer after Pinhay left – recalled,  ‘kind of a curse’.56 With Watershed’s limited 

resources, producing innovation across the spectrum of media arts was an obligation that was 

impossible to fulfil.     

Despite its multi-media remit, cinema was always at the heart of Watershed, and the BFI 

remained its principal funder. Yet even here efforts to generate box-office revenue – 

unpredictable at the best of times – were hampered by continued competition from Arnolfini. 

Despite the BFI’s fractious relationship with the gallery, it had continued to fund Arnolfini’s 

rival film programme, and Pinhay and Stoneman – who replaced Neale as Arnolfini 

programmer in 1980 – would therefore compete with one another for audiences. To ease this 

competition, in 1985 the BFI applied a ‘3-screen model’ across the two organisations, with 
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Watershed’s Cinema 1 as Screen 1, Arnolfini as Screen 2 and Watershed’s Cinema 2 as 

Screen 3.57 This may have eased competition between the two organisations but it also further 

limited Watershed’s potential box-office income, and even record-breaking hits with films 

such as The Draughtsman's Contract (1982) and Kiss of the Spiderwoman (1985) were 

insufficient to cover losses elsewhere. 

Watershed staggered on through the 1980s and survived this period largely through the 

commitment of its staff and goodwill of its funders. Several interviewees emphasised the 

energy Pinhay inspired in his colleagues, and this continued even after he left in early-1987. 

As Rose recalls, ‘everyone was very, very passionate. We were there from early in the 

morning until late at night. It was more than a job; it was something you lived and 

breathed’.58 Watershed’s public funders were equally committed to its existence. On several 

occasions BFI and SWA grants were brought forward to avoid various cashflow crises, for 

instance, and Bristol City Council approved an interest free loan to cover interest payments 

on debts to JT in 1986.59 From 1986 to 1989 Dartington Hall even donated its fifty per cent 

share of the trading company’s income to the Trust. However, as Watershed management 

were all too aware, these palliative measures only delayed the inevitable. 

Several factors conspired to bring things to a head by the end of the 1980s. The state of the 

building was now in urgent need of repair. Watershed’s filmmaking equipment had 

deteriorated to such an extent that it could no longer run production courses, and several 

admin, finance and kitchen staff had left. Pinhay was replaced by two staff: Ian Pye, the 

former director of NME magazine, was hired as the new Director, and Rose as film 

programmer with a remit to programme both Watershed and Arnolfini. While Rose’s position 

eased competition between Watershed and Arnolfini, it did not address the problem of 

splitting box office between the two venues and could not solve Watershed’s deeper financial 

problems. Moreover, in 1987 JT issued Watershed an invoice for £56,000 to cover 
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management charges. This massive fee far exceeded what had been budgeted for and 

significantly destabilised the organisation. The city council, under pressure from central 

government cuts, also requested its debts be serviced. Pye was unable to improve 

Watershed’s rapidly deteriorating situation and left in 1989. Between 1989 and 1991 

Stephanie Brammer, Pye’s deputy, took over as Director with Linda Skinner from Bristol 

Polytechnic as Chair. To raise some capital, they surrendered Watershed’s peppercorn in 

exchange for a rent-bearing lease, but the money was quickly spent and Watershed’s financial 

situation worsened further. By the end of the 1980s, Watershed’s liabilities exceeded its 

assets by almost £86,000.60 By the start of the 1990s it was facing bankruptcy.  

Commerce, creativity and sustainability: Dick Penny  

Watershed’s upturn under the leadership of Dick Penny constitutes a pivotal moment in its 

history. Indeed, Penny’s relationship with Watershed now spans almost three decades, and 

his name has become synonymous with the organisation. However, Penny’s role as Director 

of Watershed in fact comprises two distinct phases.  

In his first period as Director, from 1991 to 1993, Penny was hired for his business 

management skills. Unlike Watershed’s previous Directors, Penny had begun his career 

working in industry, and this experience formed the bedrock for his subsequent career in the 

arts. Originally from Worcestershire, Penny had moved to Bristol in 1974 to be with his then 

girlfriend, a student at Bristol University. Though passionate about theatre, Penny found 

employment in manufacturing: first as a production controller at a furniture company in 

Avonmouth, then at a commercial vehicle builder, making fire engines and buses, and later at 

a textile factory.61 By the early-1980s, Penny had moved into theatre management. Between 

1980 and 1983 he successfully ran The Little Theatre, a 300-seat venue attached to Colston 

Hall, and from 1983 to 1986 Penny was Associate Director at the prestigious Bristol Old Vic, 

with a brief to develop the programme and build its audience. By the end of the decade, he 
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had developed a reputation as a ‘fixer’ of struggling cultural organisations. It was this 

reputation that led to Penny being recommended to the BFI as someone who might be able to 

address the financial problems at Watershed which, when he arrived in 1991, had just 

recorded losses of £260,000. These losses added to a general fund deficit of £596,000, and 

Watershed had a further £300,000 of debts due before the end of the year.62  

Penny immediately embarked on a drastic rescue operation that sought to radically cut costs, 

overhaul Watershed’s activities to ‘focus on fewer things and doing them better’ and to 

refinance the organisation.63 Several staff were made redundant and those that remained were 

instructed to accept cash-only payments to mitigate Watershed’s cash-flow crisis. Penny also 

instituted strict oversight of cash flow in the café-bar – which was still ‘losing huge amounts 

of money because either the money didn’t go over the till or alcohol went out the back 

door’.64 Penny then worked with the new Chair, Stella Clarke, to secure an additional 

overdraft facility to fund a six-month turnaround operation that enabled them to raise the 

capital to fix the building and kickstart Watershed’s income-generating activities. With costs 

under control, Watershed’s finances gradually began to improve, and Penny was enthusiastic 

about its prospects.65 However, Watershed’s main public funders – the BFI, the Arts Council 

and the city council – refused to discuss investing more funds in the organisation. They felt 

Penny had stabilised Watershed, which was the best that could be hoped for during yet 

another depression, with a Tory government that would not fund the arts and other BFI-

funded institutions in need of their own rescue-packages – especially Cornerhouse in 

Manchester, which had opened in 1985 and also quickly encountered serious financial 

problems. Nevertheless, Penny felt betrayed at their lack of understanding of the need to 

support what he felt was the essential ‘phase two’ of Watershed’s recovery programme, and 

he left in 1993 to pursue a career as a theatre producer. Unsurprisingly given what remained 

an ‘untenable situation’, Watershed’s finances rapidly declined under the stewardship of its 
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next two Directors, Cara McMahon (1993-5) and Luke Sapsed (1995-7), neither of whom 

were able to balance Watershed’s cultural remit with its income-generating activities.66 By 

the time Sapsed left, Watershed was in even greater difficulties than before. With a deficit of 

nearly £750,000, no Director or Chair (David Giles had replaced Clarke in 1995 but resigned 

with Sapsed), and an extremely demoralised staff, Watershed once more looked likely to 

close.  

Thus begins Penny’s second, initially-reluctant, phase as Director. Derrick Price, a filmmaker 

and photography lecturer who was then Associate Dean of Art and Design at Bristol 

Polytechnic, had joined Watershed’s board just weeks prior to Sapsed and the previous 

Chair’s departure. Price agreed to become Chair and to try to find a suitable Director, and 

asked the staff for recommendations. As he tells it, ‘everyone kept saying, “what we need is 

someone like Dick Penny again”, so I rang up the Dick Penny’ – a recollection that is 

indicative of the approach he took to Penny, who says Price ‘flattered me to death’.67 Though 

initially reluctant, Penny accepted the offer, and subsequently developed a very close 

relationship with Price, whom he credits as a ‘fantastic chair and ally’ and a large part of the 

reason he remained at Watershed for so long (Penny and Price worked together for the next 

seventeen years, until Price retired in 2015).68 Penny returned to Watershed partly for family 

reasons: he and his partner had recently had a baby, and much of his work as a producer 

required him to be in London away from his family; being at Watershed would let him more 

time at home. Professionally speaking, Penny also wanted to clear some time to develop his 

first feature film (an adaptation of Macbeth starring his friend and Bristol Old Vic alumnus, 

Pete Postlethwaite). Being based in Bristol would afford him the space to do that, and so he 

agreed to return to Watershed for two years, working two days’ a week. As he says, 

Watershed was only of secondary concern: ‘that was the deal. I thought “Two years of work 

at home, doing exactly what I know how to do. Meanwhile, I’ll be getting the film funded 
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and I can go off and make the film”.69 However, when Watershed got involved in Bristol 

Creative Technology Network (BCTN), a project exploring the creative possibilities of the 

internet in 1999, Penny became extremely enthused by the internet’s potential and the 

transformative impact digital technologies would have across the creative sector. From then 

on, his work as a producer was gradually side-lined and leading Watershed into the digital era 

became Penny’s primary objective. 

If Penny’s first phase as Director demonstrated his commercial abilities, the second period 

demonstrates his capacity for visionary leadership. With Penny driving the change, this 

period saw Watershed ‘bet on digital’ and refocus all of its activities – including the cinema 

as the cultural heart of the organisation – towards ensuring Watershed was best-placed to 

explore and exploit the potential of digital culture.70 Indeed, it is in this period that Watershed 

started to become the organisation now described in its tagline: a ‘cultural cinema and digital 

creativity centre’. Yet in many ways this is the period in which Watershed finally began to 

realise the original vision of a media and communications centre. Previously, despite the best 

efforts of those involved to explore the convergence of and interrelationships between key 

visual-culture media, those media had remained largely distinct and isolated in their 

respective fields. Digital finally provided a unifying thematic focus and, of course, literally 

enabled that convergence to take place.  

Yet despite these concrete historical shifts in the materiality of cultural production, 

Watershed would not have survived to see these changes were it not for the exceptional 

combination of skills Penny brought to the organisation as Director: sharp business acumen 

and a deep understanding of Watershed’s cultural role, combined with the prescience to 

anticipate the impact of digital technologies on the cultural industries – and the ability to 

inspire the commitment of those around him. Thus, while the success of any organisation is a 

collective effort, Penny’s two periods as Watershed’s Director demonstrate how central the 
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role of Director is to the health and sustainability of cultural organisations. They also 

underscore how rarely the skillset required – strategist, motivator, politician, enthusiast, 

aesthete, diplomat, business person – exists within one person. Indeed, Penny embodies 

several of the characteristics identified in existing research on leadership in creative 

organisations, and this goes some way towards explaining the various difficulties Watershed 

experienced under several of its previous Directors, few – if any – of whom were able meet 

Watershed’s cultural ambitions and its commercial needs in quite the same way.71 

Conclusion  

 

Watershed’s strategic reorientation after Penny’s return in 1998 marks the end of the first 

chapter in its history and the beginning of a new one. That subsequent chapter, from around 

the turn of the century to the present-day, has seen Watershed transform again as it has fought 

to retain its status as one of the UK’s leading independent cinemas and evolved into what the 

UK Creative Economy Programme described as ‘a highly connected, flexible, porous piece of 

cultural and creative infrastructure’.72 This second chapter in Watershed’s history – including 

the contribution of key creative staff such as Clare Reddington, Watershed’s Creative 

Director, or Mark Cosgrove, the film curator whom Derrick Price described as Watershed’s 

‘great acquisition’; the landmark funding grants that enabled Watershed to build Cinema 3 

(2002) or obtain the lease to its building (2007); as well as the major shifts in national policy 

and provision, such as the emergence of the Independent Cinema Office in 2003 or the 

resurgence of support for the exhibition sector on the part of the BFI since 2012 – has yet to 

be written.73 The account of Watershed’s origins provided here lays the foundation for that 

work and, as noted at outset, provides several key insights for thinking about the organisation 

today and, more particularly, the position of cinema within it.  
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Among the most significant of these it the role of, and relationship between, national funding 

and policy-making bodies – in this case the British Film Institute – and the regional cinemas 

it has a responsibility to support. The BFI was centrally involved in the creation of these 

cinemas, which were established as part of an ongoing national project to provide access to, 

and to build and sustain audiences for, cultural cinema across the UK. That organisations like 

Watershed are still engaged in this vitally important cultural project and continue to work 

closely with the BFI and other organisations in pursuit of it is often completely elided from 

their designation as ‘independent’ cinemas. This article has shown how these complex, 

mutually-dependent relationships developed, how long they take to grow and how fragile 

they remain. They should be celebrated, not obscured, and defended against those who would 

argue against their subsidy. 

However, the relationship between the BFI and the regional cinemas it supports remains 

imbalanced. With the BFI combining roles of national policy-maker, funder and service 

provider, its power far outstrips that of the regional independent cinema sector. This fact does 

not reflect their equal importance: the BFI cannot build a national film culture on its own and 

neither can the regional cinemas. Locating so much power within London-based institutions 

fosters the slippage between capital and nation and encourages organisations like the BFI to 

prioritise the interests of London over those of the nation, and to cater for its own, London-

based activities first: especially the National Film Archive, the cultural programme at BFI 

Southbank and production activities. For example, between 2018 and 2022, the BFI has 

allocated a total of £15m to its Film Audience Network (FAN), the policy initiative tasked 

with ‘increasing the breadth and depth of film available to audiences’ across the UK.74 This 

compares with £179.5m allocated to the National Archive and the cultural programme, and a 

combined total of £96m for production activities. The extent to which this distribution of 

resources mirrors the situation at the launch of the RFT scheme in the 1960s is striking. 
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Indeed, the initial RFT scheme came about not only because cinema-going was in crisis but 

because it was politically untenable for the BFI not to increase its support for film culture 

outside London in the face of its blatant prioritisation of its own London-based work. Were 

more representatives from the regions involved in national decision-making processes, 

resources would surely be distributed considerably more evenly across the UK as a whole, as 

is befitting of a truly national film policy.  

Nevertheless, after years of film policy being resolutely production-led under the UK Film 

Council, the BFI’s renewed support for the exhibition sector is welcome, and it is heartening 

to see FAN renewed for a second four-year cycle – and to see the funds increase from the 

paltry £7.5m available to nine hubs in the first iteration of the scheme (2012-2017). This 

speaks to two issues raised by the history discussed in this article. The first is the need for 

stable, long-term film policy. It takes decades to stage effective interventions, as is clear from 

the fact that Watershed emerged from a policy originated in 1966, was first mooted in 1973, 

opened its doors nine years later, and only really became a sustainable operation around the 

end of the century. Mistakes are inevitable and easy to spot in hindsight – the small, 

unsustainable RFTs in the early days of the scheme, for instance – and institutional 

relationships are inevitably also individual ones that take time to iron-out, as the various 

issues surrounding Arnolfini Film and the Eye-to-eye programme demonstrate. Yet these 

mistakes are part of the iterative process of developing effective policy. While the FAN 

initiative is about building audiences rather than cinemas, it is a similarly long-term objective 

and should be conceived and understood in a correspondingly appropriate timeframe.  

The second is that a sensible response to perceived crisis is ambitious, targeted investment. 

For all the limitations of the RFT scheme and the problems it encountered, it was a bold 

response to declining audiences in the 1950s that has reaped historic benefits for independent 

film culture in the UK. Today, with all the perceived threats to cinema-going represented by 
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on-demand services, streaming and illegal downloads, supporting independent cinemas to 

foster film communities and engage audiences in diverse and exciting cinema is exactly how 

funds for exhibition should be used. Again, FAN is a welcome, albeit drastically under-

funded, initiative that should be protected and enhanced. Finally, Watershed’s history 

underscores the danger of conceiving of independent cultural cinema as a profit-making 

endeavour. While the rhetoric of entrepreneurialism and self-sufficiency was a key element 

of Watershed’s brand power, enhancing the BFI’s cornerstone funding of the project with 

several sources of private finance ensured Watershed’s financial model was unsustainable 

from the start. Cultural cinema exhibition is not a commercial enterprise, and if we want a 

rich and exciting cinema culture, public funds must support it.  
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